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2 ' As is well known, a simple classical consideration leads to an excess of 1r- mesons over 7r+ mesons 
during their production respectively on neutrons and protons. A similar model is applied to the photo
production of strange particles. 

We will consider in particular the processes: 

T + P-'>- EO+ K+, 

·r + n ~ E- + !(+. 

While these processes are equivalent with regard to the interaction of the y-quanta fields with the K+ 
meson currents, they differ from one another with regard to the interaction of the y-quanta with the hy
peron currents. 

Similarly to Ref. 2, the ratio of the cross sections of these processes is (in the laboratory system): 

,o I (jA.)K 12 

cr=- = I (jA.h_;- --;+c.-,( ..... jA.")K---;-;;-12 . , 

where j is the particle current, and A is the vector potential of the electromagnetic field. Applying 
conservation laws, we have (for nonpolarized y-quanta): 

(4) 

(5) 

where E is the total energy of the K+ meson, v is its velocity, and e is the angle between the directions 
of the y-quantum and the K+ meson. It is interesting that this equation coincides in form with the equa
tion obtained by Brueckner and Goldberger2 (m is the nucleon mass, c = 1 ). 

If the magnetic interactions predominate over those of the currents, we obtain for a0/cr (compare 
Ref. 3 ): 

~ = }!__)2 [ l (afLp- b[Ln) (e:jM) (1- v cos 6) ]2 
,- (a + 1+bfLn(e:jM)(1-vcos6) ' 

where M is the mass of the !: hyperon, 

1 m 1 m 
a= fLI;,- M fLp, 7J = fLI;-- M fLn• 

and p. is the magnetic moment of the respective particle in Bohr magnetons. 

1D. C. Peaslee, Phys. Rev. 105, 1034 (1957). 
2K. A. Brueckner and M. L. Goldberger, Phys. Rev. 76, 1725 (1949). 
3K. A. Brueckner, Phys. Rev. 79, 641 ( 1950 ). 
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( 6) 

IN order that a system of particles have negative absorption, it is necessary to produce an excess num
ber of particles (active "molecules") in the upper energy level (m) of the given transition (m- q). A 
number of methods allows one to obtain active molecules by means of an auxiliary high frequency field 
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with the auxiliary field having, in thosJ cases when in the excitation process the distances between the 
levels remains unaltered, a frequency either greater than1•2 of equal to2•3 the transition frequency wmq· 
As is shown below, the last method- the method of "pulse inversion"- allows one by using two auxiliary 
fields to obtain active molecules with frequencies of the auxiliary fields being somewhat lower than the 
frequency of the main transition.* 

We consider a system with four levels m > p > n > q and with the equilibrium population of the i-th 
level given by Ni. We apply a pulse of the resonance field of frequency Wmn which leads to a perturba
tion of the Hamiltonian of the form: 

V = p+ exp (- iwmnt) + p- exp (iwmnt). 

Thanks to the periodic transition of the particles from the state m to the state n and back with the 
period4 2T mn = 1rti/l F mn I if the duration of the pulse T is equal to an odd number of half periods, the 
system will turn out to be inverted3 (there will be Nn particles in the level m, and Nm particles in 
the level n). We assume that the relaxation time is large compared to T. By applying a pulse of the sec
ond resonance field of frequency Wpq which lasts an odd number of half periods Tpq we invert the popu
lation of the levels p and q. By choosing the field amplitudes in such a way that the same pulse length 
corresponds to the simultaneous inversion of the population of both pairs of levels, it is possible to act on 
the system with both fields simultaneously by a pulse of duration 

't=(2k+ !)Tmn=(2l+ !)Tpq· 

The two auxiliary fields enable us to obtain Nn - Np active molecules for the transition of frequency 
Wmq > wmn, Wpq· Obviously Wmq < Wmn + Wpq· It is assumed above that any non-resonance influence 
of the field Wmn on the transition pq and vice versa is excluded (either owing to the separation of the 
frequencies wmn and Wpq. or owing to different polarization properties of these transitions). The fre
quencies wmn and Wpq may coincide (for example, the two 1r-components right- and left-circularly 
polarized in the hyperfine structure spectrum; the transition m - q corresponds to the a -component. t 
In this case it is sufficient to act on the system by a single auxiliary field which contains components of 
the required polarization (linearly polarized in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field in the ex
ample discussed above) in order to obtain active molecules for the higher frequency transition. 

*We note, however, that this requires a special set of energy levels, transitions between which are al
lowed, and also that the frequency of at least one of the two auxiliary fields may be below Wmq by not 
more than a factor two. 

tThe transition (F, m- F', m'), a-components <%. %- %, -%) and <%. -%- %, -% ), 7r-com
ponent <%, %- %. %) , F and m are quantum numbers of the total angular momentum and of its pro
jection (for a nuclear spin of 1 ).5 
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